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Welcome
Welcome to the first edition of Rob's 
Guitar School Newsletter! I hope 
everyone has had a nice holiday, and is 
ready for another term! The newsletters 
will hopefully keep everyone in touch with 
key dates and times, contain some useful 
guitar information and hints on playing 
and practising.  So I hope you enjoy our 
first newsletter, and remember that if you 
have any questions about guitar related 
topics, such as advice on buying a new 
guitar, or guitar related equipment, drop 
me a line and I will do my best to help!

Rob

Teaching Locations
Rob is teaching at Samford on Tuesdays 
and Wednesdays, with private lessons 
conducted at the Anglican Church Hall, 
just over the bridge on Samsonvale Rd. I 
also take a guitar group at the Samford 
State School on a Tuesday and 
Wednesday afternoon, as part of the 
extension program. I have just started 
teaching at The Gap as well, at a studio 
at 39 Kirri St, on Monday afternoons and 
evenings. On Thursday afternoons and 
evenings I teach at Mt Nebo.

Talking About the Blues
One of the styles of music I love to play, 
and love to teach, is the blues. Much of 
modern pop and rock music owes its 
distinctive sound to the rhythms, 
harmonies and scales used by the 
American blues musicians. The Blues had 
its roots in the south of the USA, in the 
Mississippi delta region, and the first 
blues guitarists often sang on street 
corners. They developed the resonator 

guitar, made of steel, to help produce a 
louder sound. Look out for Son House and 
Robert Johnson as exemplars of this early 
blues.

After the second world war, many people 
from the South moved North to Chicago 
and Detroit, and blues began to feature 
the electric guitar. Have a listen to 
performers like Muddy Waters, B.B. King 
and John Lee Hooker, who were playing 
right through the fifties, sixties, seventies 
and beyond. B.B. King still performs to 
this day, in his 80's! These players really 
influenced the British blues/rock explosion 
that occurred in the late sixties and early 
seventies. Such big names as Eric Clapton 
and Keith Richards (Rolling Stones) were 
big fans, and through these players and 
their contemporaries, the blues features of 
the bend, the pentatonic scale and the 
dominant seventh chord, found their way 
into rock and roll and popular music, and 
are still a big feature in today's rock and 
pop. Australia's own John Butler is also 
well worth a listen, with roots in the blues!

To play the blues, one needs to work on 
several areas of playing. Firstly, get the 
minor pentatonic scale under your fingers! 
Secondly, work on getting some bends 
happening, especially bending the flat 3rd, 
the 4th and the flat 7th. Thirdly work on 
some phrasing. A lot of the blues is based 
on call and response type melodies, that 
have their origins in the field hollers on 
the slave plantations of the American 
South. So think in terms of 2 bar phrases, 
with the second phrase repeating (perhaps 
with some variation) the first, and then 
going on to a new phrase!



And finally, don't forget to exercise your 
ears. Put on your favourite record, and 
see if you can play along. Even if you can 
pick out one or two notes here and there, 
it will help you to hear in a new way the 
music that is being played, and 
eventually will help you to play it yourself 
on the guitar!

The Saga  of the Keys
You probably know that sinking feeling of 
wondering where your keys have got to, 
and, “Oh no, they're in the ignition!” On 
Tuesday afternoon after teaching in the 
Samford State School Extension Program, 
that's just what happened to me. 
Fortunately, I was able to give all my 
lessons, thanks to Deanna, who very 
kindly came and picked me up in time to 
do my first lesson with her sons! And 
thanks also to Grant who drove me back 
to the school after my last lesson of the 
night. Thank you both for your kindness 
in helping out! 

How to Get the Most from Your 
Practice

Most of my students will have heard me 
say how a small amount of practice each 
day is much better than a large amount 
once a week! It's something you will hear 
me say a lot! A daily practice schedule is 
the foundation for learning any 
instrument. The littlies usually need help 
and encouragement from mum or dad to 
do their daily practice routine. Some 
things that are helpful are to 

1. set aside a specific time each day 
for guitar practice;

2. have a reward system for doing 
practice;

3. get your child to teach you what 
they have learnt, and play along 
with them.

For beginning students fifteen or twenty 
minutes  a day is a good start. As 
students develop they will find that half 
an hour per day works well. From there, 
it depends on your goals and your 
motivation, and your love of music! The 
more you practice, the better you play!
However, it is important to keep a sense 

of fun and play with it as well. No point 
forcing kids to do their practice – it 
doesn't work!

For older students, a good practice session 
will have the following elements

1. Some finger exercises, such as 
scales, or arpeggios, or finger 
flexibility exercises;

2. Some work on strumming and 
chords;

3. Some practice reading music, 
working on a song;

4. Some creative play – improvising to 
chords played by a friend or 
recorded.

I will have some practice tracks available 
soon on the school website! So stay 
tuned!

Upcoming Gigs:

Fashion Show Fund Raiser
Rob will be doing the music for a Fashion 
Show to raise funds for house construction 
in the Philippines – a charity venture by 
Cathy Jarvie of the Bendigo Bank, and 
organised by Samford's own Silk Boutique. 
So come along on Wednesday 6th October 
from 7pm, outside the Bendigo Bank and 
Silk Boutique in Samford. 

Homestead Restaurant Cocktail Night 
Rob will be playing at the Samford 
Homestead Restaurant on Friday the 15th 

October. So come along and say hi, and 
enjoy a cocktail or two (for the adults!) 
and some fine dining. I will be doing a jazz 
and grooves set, featuring some jazz 
favourites and funkish grooves, supported 
by the trusty looping software, that allows 
me to overlay several guitar tracks in real 
time.

Samford Valley Markets
Another place you can catch up for a chat 
and listen to some jazz and grooves is at 
the Samford Valley Markets. I usually play 
from about 9am or so to 12noon. The 
markets are on the 2nd Saturday of each 
month – next one coming up on the 9th of 
October!


